In this paper, we compute K-theoretic I-function with level structure (defined by quasi-map theory) of GIT-quotient of a vector space via abelian and non-abelian correspondence. As a consequence, we generalize Givental-Lee's result to find the analogous "Toda operators" for the I-function with nontrivial level structures in the case of complete flag variety.
Introduction
Recently, Ruan-Zhang [13] introduce the level structures and there is a serendipitous discovery that some special target spaces with certain level structures result in Mock theta functions, so it's interesting to see whether the level structures will bring some new structures in quantum K theory [8] [5] .
Let X be a GIT quotient V {{G where V is a vector space and G is a connected reductive complex Lie group. The theory of the moduli space of quasimaps to GIT is established in [3] where Ciocan-Fontanine, Kim and Maulik define the big I-function, in the following paper [2] . The first two authors prove the wall-crossing formulas which relate big I-function and Givental's big J-function of V {{G. The K-theoretic stable quasimaps invariants are defined by Tseng-You in [15] . We compute the small so called I-function with levels which is defined in terms of certain localization residues on a moduli space of quasimaps: belian/non-abelian correspondence for I-function with level 0 is established recently by Rachel [17] , we follow her paper and work on I-function with levels and we arrive at the following K theoretic abelian/non-abelian correspondence: Theorem 1.1 Let G be a connected reductive complex Lie group with character θ, acting on a vector space V . Then A version of mirror theorem that the above I-function lies on the Givental Lagrangian cone of stable map theory is certainly expected. However, we do not know how to prove it at such generality. Instead, we focus on the theory with level zero on partial flag variety F l r 1 ,...,r I pC n q parameterizing inclusion sequences V ‚ : V 1 ãÑ¨¨¨ãÑ V I of planes V i in C n of dimension r i , it has a GIT representation F l r 1 ,...,r I pC n q " '
Using explicit geometry (Section 2.6), we can get around the difficulty to show the following theorem:
The small I-function with level 0 equals to the small J -function J p0q.
During the course of this work, we note an article [14] where the author claimed a version of mirror theorem with a different I-function.
If X is a complete flag variety, Givental and Y.P. Lee [4] prove that the KGpXq-valued vectorseries p lnQ lnq J pQ,is the eigen-vector of the finite-difference Toda operatorĤ Q,q -q
Q 2 B Q 2´Q 1 B Q 1 p1´Q 1 q`. . .`q´Q r B Qr p1´Q r q with the eigen-value Λ´1 0`¨¨¨`Λ´1 r . It is surprising that certain special property (Section 4 (6)) of small J-function (hence small I-function by the theorem) enable us to generalize their result to the case of nontrivial level. andJ θ i ,l i ,0`p Q,is the small J -function with nontrivial level structures. This paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 revisits K-theoretic quasi-map theory in which we review some basic definitions and theorems. In section 3, we obtain the K theoretic abelian and non-abelian correspondence for I-function with level structure. Finally, we apply this mirror theorem to complete flag variety and find difference equations for complete flag variety with level structures.
GIT quotients
Suppose V " SpecpAq is an affine space with a reductive group G action. Let χpGq be the character group of G, i.e. @α P χpGq, α : G Ñ C˚and Pic G pV q be the group of isomorphism classes of G-linearized line bundles on V . Fix a character θ P χpGq, consider a G-linearized line bundle
The group G acts on the line bundle L θ by g¨px, zq " pgx, χ´1pgqzq, so the G invariant section of L n θ is a function f pxqz n on CrVˆCs, where f pxq P CrV s is a relative invariant of weight χ n , i.e. f pgxq " χ n pgqf pxq. In order to define GIT quotient, we need to introduce two terms. Definition 2.1 piq A point v P V is called θ-semistable if there exist a relative invariant function f pxq of weight n, for some n ě 1 , such that f pvq ‰ 0. The set of θ-semistable points in V is denoted by V ss θ . piiq A point v P V is called θ-stable if it is θ-semistable, further, dim G¨x " dim G{∆ where ∆ is the kernel of the representation, so this condition means that the stabilizer of x has zero dimention and the action of G is closed. The set of θ-stable points in V is denoted by V s θ .
Since G is reductive, the graded algebra of G invariant sections
is finitely generated, so the associate GIT quotient
is a quasiprojective variety.
Remark Nagata [12] also showed that if a reductive linear algebraic group G acts on an affine variety X, then the invariant subalgebra is finitely generated Geometrically, this quotient can be viewed as a quotient of open set V ss θ under the equivalence relation x " y if and only if G¨x intersects G¨y.
In the following discussion, we assume
Under this assumption, the orbits G¨x and G¨y are already closed by stable condition, so V s is a principal G bundle over V {{ θ G in theétale topology, hence V {{ θ G coincides with the quotient stack rV s {Gs. Usually, we use Mumford's Numerical Criterion to find the semistable and stable points:
Proposition 2.1 [7] A point x P V is θ-semistable if and only if θp∆q " 1 and every one parameter subgroup λ of G, for which lim tÑ0 λptq¨x exists, satisfies xθ, λy ě 0. Such a point is θ-stable if and only if the only one-parameter subgroups λ of G, for which lim tÑ0¨x exists and xθ, λy " 0, are in ∆.
Remark Here xθ, λy means that if θpλptqq " t m the we denote xθ, λy " m.
Example 2.1 Projective space P n " pC n`1 zt0uq{C˚where t¨px 0 ,¨¨¨, x n q " ptx 0 ,¨¨¨, tx n q for t P C˚, px 0 ,¨¨¨, x n q P P n . If we take θ : C˚Ñ C˚to be θptq " t, then the C˚invari-ant section of L θ " C n`1ˆC θ is just the homogenous function of degree n, then C n`1 {{ θ C˚" Proj´' ně0 Γ`C n`1 , L n θ˘C˚¯w hich is just the projective space. Alternatively, we use Mumford's Numerical Criterion to find the stable loci. Since every one parameter subgroup of C˚is a map λ : C˚Ñ C˚, such that, λptq " t m , for some m P Z, so for x P C n`1 , if x ‰ 0, then λptqpxq " t m x exists if and only if m ě 1, but if x " 0, then λptqpxq " t m x always exists for @m P Z, so t0u P C n`1 is the unstable point, then C n`1 {{ θ C˚" pC n`1 zt0uq{C˚.
2.2 Moduli space of ǫ-stable quasimaps to V {{ θ G Let pC, x 1 ,¨¨¨, x n q be a prestable pointed genus g curve, then a map from curve C to quotient stack rV {Gs is a combination of following maps
denoted by a pair pP, uq where P is a principal G bundle on C and PˆG V means the diagonal action (or balanced action) of G, i.e. g¨pp, vq " pgp, g´1vq. Since Pic G pV q " PicprV {Gsq, then we define degree of the map as follows Definition 2.2 The degree β of pP, uq is a homomorphism
Lemma 2.1 If pC, P, uq is a quasimap, then βpL θ q ě 0, and βpL θ q " 0 if and only if β " 0, if and only if the quasimap is a constant map to V {{G.
We call β P Hom Z`P ic G pW q, Z˘which realized as classes of quasimaps to V {{ θ G the L θ -effective classes, they form a semigroup, denoted EffpV, G, θq. Definition 2.3 An n-pointed, genus g quasimap of class β to V {{G consists of the data ppC, x 1 ,¨¨¨, x n q, P, uq, besides, there is a finite set B Ă C called base points, such that @p P CzB, uppq P V s .
We call a quasimap prestable, if the base points are away from nodes and markings on C, and stable, if the line bundle ω C p ř n i"1 x i q b L ǫ is ample for every rational number ǫ ą 0, where
We say two quasimaps ppC, x 1 , . . . , x n q, P, uq and ppC 1 , x 1 1 , . . . , x 1 n q, P 1 , u 1 q are isomorphism if there are two isomorphisms f : C Ñ C 1 and σ : P Ñ f˚P 1 such that
here σ V : PˆG V Ñ P 1ˆG V 1 is the isomorphism of bundles induced by σ.
Remark (1) For a stable quasimap, every rational component of curve C should have at least two markings or nodes and degpLq ą 0. (2) The automorphism group of stable quasimap is finite and reductive.
Given a prestable quasimap ppC, x 1 , . . . , x n q , P, uq to V {{G we define the contact order of upCq with the unstable closed subscheme PˆG V us at upxq as Definition 2.4 The length lpxq of a point x P C is lpxq :" length x pcoker pu˚J Ñ O Cwhere J is the ideal sheaf of PˆG V us .
Using lpxq we can define a new stability condition called ǫ-stability. Definition 2.5 Given a positive rational number ǫ, a quasimap ppC, x 1 , . . . , x n q , P, uq is called
Remark Notice that the length lpxq is an integer, so when ǫ is big enough, every point in C will be sent to V s .
Definition 2.6
The moduli stack of n-pointed ǫ-stable quasimaps of genus g and degree β to V {{G denoted by Q ǫ g,k pV {{G, βq consists of the following data
where π is a flat morphism from family of curves C ǫ to base scheme S, p i are sections of π, P is the principal G-bundle on C ǫ and u : C ǫ ÝÑ PˆG V is a section, such that the restriction to every geometric fiber C ǫ s of π is a ǫ-stable n-pointed quasimap of genus g and class β.
Theorem 2.1
The stack Q ǫ g,k pV {{G, βq is a separated Deligne-Mumford stack of finite type, admitting a canonical obstruction theory. If W has at most lci singularities, then the obstruction theory is perfect.
Quasimap graph space
Now we can define quasimap graph space, here we only consider the special case in which we can define I-function. Let's take g " 0 and parametrized component D " P 1 .
Definition 2.7
The moduli stack QG ǫ 0,n pV {{G, βq of n-pointed stable quasimaps of genus 0 and degree β to V {{G with parametrized component P 1 consists of the data
here the only new data is ϕ : C ǫ Ñ P 1 such that on every geometric fiber C ǫ s " C , ϕ s : C Ñ P 1 is a regular map such that ϕ˚rCs " rP 1 s. The stability condition changes to require the line bundle
s ample for @ǫ ą 0, where M is any ample line bundle on P 1 . Equivalently, it requires no condition on distinguish component C 0 of C that C 0 -P 1 . And
holds for every point x P C.
Remark When ǫ ą 2, we have
hen ǫ " 0`, we get the Q 0g ,k pV {{G, βq and QG
0g
,k pV {{G, βq which are the same as the original ones defined in [10] .
There are two natural forgetful maps
where Č P 1 rns is the Fulton-MacPherson space of (not necessarily stable) configurations of k distinct points on P 1 and Bun G is the relative moduli stack of principal G-bundle on fibers of universal curve C g,k Ñ M g,k . They are both smooth Artin stack, locally of finite type. We have an Euler sequence 0 ÝÑ PˆG g ÝÑ PˆG V ÝÑ F ÝÑ 0 on the universal curve
where P is the universal principal G-bundle on universal curve C ǫ . Then the µ-relative obstruction theory is given by
and the ν-relative obstruction theory is given by
The stack QG ǫ 0,n pV {{G, βq is a Deligne-Mumford stack, separated, of finite type, and the ν-relative obstruction theory constructed above is perfect for all ǫ and µ-relative obstruction theory is perfect when ǫ " 0`.
Fixed loci of C˚-action on graph spaces
There is a natural C˚action on QG ǫ 0,n pV {{G, βq, i.e. the C˚action on the distinguish component P 1 by t rx 0 , x 1 s " rtx 0 , x 1 s , @t P C˚, let 0 " r1, 0s, denoted by q the weight of cotangent bundle over 0. So the C˚fixed loci should be the ǫ-stable parametrized quasimaps that all the base points, markings, nodes and degree ǫ should support on 0 and 8, and the section u send P 1 to a point in
the union over all possible splittings
where
is the fiber product over the evaluation map ev ‚ at the special point ‚ when the moduli spaces are meaningful. Under this identification, the inclusion
,n,β pV {{Gq could be described as follows, we glue two ǫ-stable quasimaps at 0 and 8 to the constant map
ith fixed point loci V {{Gˆt0u and V {{Gˆt8u and QG 0,0,0 pV {{Gq -V {{G with trivial C˚action, then the unstable conditions p0, n 1 , β 1 q " p0, 1, 0q or p0, n 1 , β 1 q " p0, 0, 0q (similar for p0, n 2 , β 2 q) when ǫ " 8 is included by
However, there are more unstable conditions when ǫ " 0`, since the stability conditions require the rational component having at least two marked points in this case, so condition p0, n 1 , β 1 q " p0, 0, β 1 q and ǫβ 1 ď 1 is unstable, we denote by F 0,β :" Q 0,0`‚ pV {{G, βq 0 the moduli space parametrizing the quasimaps of class β
ith P a principal G-bundle on P 1 , u : P 1 Ñ PˆG V a section such that upxq P V s for x ‰ 0 P P 1 and 0 P P 1 is a base point of length βpL θ q. Similarly, we have Q 0,0`‚ pV {{G, βq 8 . And we define the
here the u reg is the constant map from P 1 zt0u to V {{G. Then we conclude When k ě 1 and ǫ ď
When k " g " 0 and ǫ ď min
2.5 Level structure and J R,l,ǫ -function
Here we follow the notation of [13] , first, recall the definition of the level structure and then use it to define the permutation-equivariant quasi-map K-theory invariants with level structure. Let X be a Deligne-Mumford stack, and F ‚ be a complex of coherent sheaves on X which has a bounded locally free resolution, i.e., there exists a bounded complex of locally free, finitely generated O X modules G ‚ and a quasi-isomorphism
where detpEq :" Ź rankpEq E for locally free sheaf E.
Definition 2.8 Given a finite dimensional representation R of G, we define the level l determinant line bundle over Q ǫ g,n pV {{G, βq as
here π : C ǫ Ñ Q ǫ g,n pV {{G, βq and det´lp¨q :" detp¨q´l denotes the l-th power of the inverse of the determinant line bundle. Similarly, we can define level l determinant line bundle over QG ǫ g,n pV {{G, βq, also denoted by D R,l .
Let Λ be a λ-algebra, an algebra over Q with abstract Adams operator Ψ m : Λ Ñ Λ, m " 1, 2,¨¨¨, such that, Ψ r Ψ s " Ψ rs and Ψ 1 " id, we will assume Λ containing Novikov variables. Define the loop space
there is a symplectic form Ω on K given by Ωpf, gq :" rRes q"0`R es q"8 s`f pqq, g`q´1˘˘R ,l dwhere f, q P K, and the pairing p , q R,l is the twisted pairing [7] . With respect to Ω, there is a Lagrangian polarization
By Theorem 3.2, the ν-rellative obstruction theory is perfect, then from [8] we have a virtual structure sheaf, denoted by O vir Q ǫ g,n pW {{G,βq . Consider a natural S n action on Q ǫ g,n pV {{G, βq by permuting the n marked points, the virtual structure sheaf and the determinant line bundle are invariant under this action. Then we have a S n -module
The correlators of the permutation-equivariant quasimap K-theory of level l are defined as xtpLq, . . . , tpLqy R,l,ǫ,Sn g,n,β
here pt˚is the K-theoretic pushforward along the projection
by definition, extracting S n -invariants from the S n -module defined above.
Definition 2.9
The permutation-equivariant K-theoretic J R,l,ǫ -function of V {{G of level l is defined as
, tpLq, . . . , tpLq
where tφ α u is a basis of K 0 pV {{Gq and tφ α u is the dual basis with respect to twisted pairing p , q R,l .
ptpqq, Qq Ă K Definition 2.11 When taking ǫ small enough, denoted by ǫ " 0`, we call J R,l,0`p 0q the small I-function of level l, i.e,
.6 A Mirror theorem for partial flag variety Let X be F l r 1 ,...,r I pC n q " t0 Ă C r 1 Ă¨¨¨Ă C r I Ă C n u the manifold of partial flags in C n . It admits the an embedding into the product of Grassmannian
together with Plücker embedding, we have j : Y ãÑ Π :"
et px : yq be homogeneous coordinates on P 1 . A degree d holomorphic map P 1 Ñ P N is uniquely determined, up to a constant scalar factor, by N`1 relatively prime degree d binary forms pf 0 px : yq : . . . : f N px : yqq. Omitting the condition that the forms are relatively prime we compactify the space of degree d holomorphic maps P 1 Ñ P N to a complex projective space of dimension pN`1qpd`1q´1, denoted by P N d . Similarly, we have Π d .
As we see, QG 0,0 pF l r 1 ,...,r I pC n q , dq is the hyper-quot scheme, parametrize sequence of bundles E r 1 Ñ . . . Ñ E r I Ñ E r I`1 " C n on P 1 , the map ν is given by top exterior powers^iE r i Ñ^iC n . A bi-degree p1, dq rational curve in P 1ˆX projected to P 1ˆPn i´1 by the Plücker map consists of the graph Σ 0 of a degree m 0 ď d i map P 1 Ñ P n i´1 and a few vertical curves Σ j of bi-degrees p0, m j q with ř m j " d i´m0 , attached to the graph, see [4] for details. Ě GM 0,0 pX, dq and QG 0,0 pX, dq are rational desingularization of Drinfiled's compactification of the space of degree d maps from P 1 to X, i.e. the closure of Map d pP 1 , Xq in Π d [4] . So we have following commutative diagram:
By definition, the small J-function is defined by
nd small I-function is defined by
2 [Correspondence of residues [14] ] Let X, Y be nonsingular schemes or smooth DeligneMumford stacks with a T " pC˚q n -action and let g : X Ñ Y be a proper equivariant mrophism and W " tW k u, V be components in the torus-fixed loci of X and Y respectively, such that gpW q Ă V . We have
where the third equation comes from correspondence of residue and the fourth equation comes from the rational desingulariztion.
On the other hand, similarly,
If we consider a big torus T " pC˚q n -action on C n , then the push-forward of equivariant K groups
Proof This comes from the localization formula and Lemma 4.1, indeed,
where X stands for F l r 1 ,...,r I pC n q or Π, and in both cases, the T-fixed loci X T are fixed points, then by injective map from fixed points to fixed points and correspondence of residue, we get the conclusion.F rom the above discussion and Lemma 2.3, we arrive at the following theorem by taking the non-equivariant limit, Theorem 2.3 [14] The small I-function equals to the small J-function.
K theoretic abelian and non-abelian correspondence for I-function
with level structures
Identify the fixed locus and evaluation map
From Definition 2.11, we know it's important to figure out evaluation map ev ‚ and fixed loci F 0,β . Here we follow [17] , let V is a vector space, G is a connected reductive group, and T Ă G is the maximal torus. Let ρ : G Ñ GLpV q be the representation. Let S be a torus in GLpV q that commutes with ρpGq. In the following, we consider GIT quotient V {{ θ G.
Definition 3.1 The T-degree Wβ of a quasimap pP, uq is the W -orbit of the homomorphismβ P HompχpTq, Zq given byβpξq " deg P 1 pJˆT C ξ q, where J is a principal T-bundle associated to P.
The T-degree of a principal G-bundle P has the following properties: ‚ The T-degree of P determines P up to isomorphism. ‚ The natural map τ : HompχpTq, Zq Ñ HompχpGq, Zq sends a representative of the T-degree of P to the degree of P.
Since S commutes with G, then the group generated by S and ρpTq is a torus. Choose a basis of V that diagonalizes this torus, and denote the associated weights of the T-action by ξ 1 ,¨¨¨, ξ n P χpTq. Let P Ñ P 1 be the principal G-bundle of T-degree Wβ such that PˆG V " ' n j"1 Opβpξ j qq. From [17] , we can get the following description of fixed loci. 
Push-forward formula of flag bundles
We will need this push-forward formula of flag bundles in the following subsections. Let's first recall some properties about line bundles associated with characters [16] . Suppose the maximal torus T acts freely on the right on a topological space X so that X Ñ X{T is a principal T -bundle. As in 2.1, for θ P χpTq, we can associate a line bundle on X{T by
The Weyl group of a maximal torus T in the compact, connected Lie group G is W " N G pTq{T, where N G pTq{T is the normalizer of T in G. The Weyl group is a finite reflection group. And the Weyl group W acts on the character of T by pw¨θqptq " θ`w´1twȃ
cts on the right on X{T by r w pxTq " pxTqw " xwT
Then we have
The action of the Weyl group W on the associated line bundles over X{T is compatible with its action on the characters of T; more precisely, for w P W and θ P χpTq,
Consider the action of T on G{H by left multiplication, where H is a closed subgroup of G containing T, we have Proposition 3.3 [16] The fixed point set F of the action is
and from the following lemma, we know the restriction of a character line bundle to the fixed point w P G{H Lemma 3.1 [16] At the fixed point w " xH P W G {W H , the torus T acts on the fiber of the line bundle L θ as the representation w¨θ, i.e., pL θ q w " C w¨θ .
Suppose the adjoint representation of T on g decomposes g into a direct sum
here R`is a choice of positive roots, so by the above proposition the tangent bundle of G{T is
Since T Ă H, the representation of H can restrict to a representation of T, and let σ : G{T Ñ G{H be the projection, then Proposition 3.4 [16] Under σ the associated bundle GˆH V pulls back to GˆT V :
The same for pullback σ : X{T Ñ X{H.
So by the Proposition 3.5 and 3.6 we can get the pulling back the tangent bundle of G{H to G{T.
Proposition 3.5 [16] Under the natural projection σ : G{T Ñ G{H, the tangent bundle T pG{Hq pulls back to a sum of associated line bundles:
If we take H to be Borel subgroup B in G, since T -B{rB, Bs, then the character group of B, denoted by χpBq, is isomorphic to the character group χpTq of T, and since B is solvable, by Lie-Kolchin theorem all irreducible representations of B are one-dimensional, therefore, the representation rings of B and T are the same, i.e. RpBq -RpTq.
As above, we denote by R the root system of pG, Tq and by R`the set of positive roots in an unusual choice of positive roots for pG, Tq by declaring the weights of the adjoint T-action on Lie algebra b of B to be the negative roots, this unusual choice is called the geometric choice, see 6.1.3 [1] for details.
Let P Ą B be a parabolic subgroup of G and let L be the Levi subgroup of P containing T, with root system R L and Weyl group W L . We have the push forward and pullback formula from the following diagram
Lemma 3.2 For any V P RpPq, generated by positive roots, we have
Proof We will state the proof from [XX] . First, notice that ψ˚h˚pE V q is an associated T-module H 0 pG{P, GˆP V q. Next, consider left T-action on G{T, by Prop 3.2, we know the fixed points are characterized by W {W L " W G {W P , then together Prop 3.3 and 3.5, the localization formula says
ff where i w : p w Ñ G{P is the embedding, and Tr t denotes the character of T. Finally, by considering vector bundles on V s pGq{T associated with the T-modules on both sides of above equation, we obtain the push-forward and pull back formula.1
Abelian and non-abelian correspondence for I-function with level structures
Recall small I-function, I R,l pq, Qq,
the moduli space parametrizing the quasimaps of class β
here u : P 1 Ñ PˆG V a section such that upxq P V s for x ‰ 0 P P 1 and 0 P P 1 is a base point of length βpL θ q.
The µ-relative obstruction theory on fixed loci F 0,β by definition is
so,
then by the following lemma and lemma 3.10, we get,
Remark Here we should view theβ in the right hand side as a representative in W-orbit Wβ.
Lemma 3.3 Let i : F Wβ Ñ V s {P be the inclusion of smooth varieties given by evaluation at p1, 0q. Let γ be in K S 0 pV s {Pq. Then we get
Proof First recall the generalized "Euler sequence"
Then it follows from the projection formula and above Euler exact sequence.S inceψ is flat, thenψ˚commutes with R ‚ π˚, and by Prop 3.5, we get, ψ˚pPˆP V q " PˆT V,ψ˚pPˆP gq " PˆT g,ψ˚pPˆP Rq " PˆT R
Remark By the discussion in [17] , the above bundles split as direct sums of associated line bundles.
Let α range over all the weights of T acting on g, then
as we define before, the T weights of V are tξ 1 ,¨¨¨ξ n u, suppose I Y J " t1,¨¨¨, nu such that, βpξ i q ě 0 if i P I, andβpξ j q ă 0 if j P J, then
Comparing formula (3) with the formula in [13] , we get
thus we arrive at the following theorem, Theorem 3.1 Let G be a connected reductive complex Lie group with character θ, acting on a vector space V satisfying -V s pGq " V ss pGqis nonempty and V s pTq " V ss pTq -G acts on V s pGq freely and T acts on V s pTq freely -The GIT quotients V {{ θ G " V s pGq{G and V {{ θ T " V s pTq{T are projective. Then
where j is an open immersion induced by the inclusion V s pGq Ă V s pTq.
Remark Here we can't combine w with Wβ as in [17] , since in K theory p1´L _ α q ‰´p1´L _ α q, however in cohomology theory, we have c 1 pL α q "´c 1 pL´αq.
4 Difference equations of I-function of complete flag variety with level structures
I-function of partial flag varieties
Partial flag variety is a manifold that parameterizes inclusion sequences V ‚ : V 1 ãÑ¨¨¨ãÑ V I of planes V i in C n of dimension r i , denoted by F l r 1 ,...,r I pC n q. It is a projective variety, indeed, there is a natural map ψ : F l r 1 ,...,r I pC n q Ñ Gr pr 1 , C n qˆ¨¨¨ˆGr pr I , C n q and the image is closed.
Here we describe flag variety as a GIT quotient, we claim F l r 1 ,...,r I pC n q " '
here det P χpGl r 1ˆ¨¨¨ˆG l r I q, pg r 1 ,¨¨¨, g r I q P Gl r 1ˆ¨¨¨ˆG l r I , detppg r 1 ,¨¨¨, g r I" detpg r 1 qˆ¨¨¨ˆdetpg r I q and we set C r I`1 " C n . Let's figure out what lies in the stable loci, if we view HompC r i , C r i`1 q as matrixes M r iˆri`1 , we claim that if A :" pA i q i P ' I i"1 M r iˆri`1 with all rankpA i q " r i then pA i q i belongs to stable loci. Indeed, let the one parameter subgroups λ :" pλ i q i : C˚Ñ ś I i"1 GL r i be
such that lim tÑ0 λ¨A exists, notice that P I diagpt d I,1 ,¨¨¨, t d I,r I qP´1 I¨A I exists, this requires all
with some rankpA i q ă r i then there exist P P Sl r i and Q P Sl r i`1 such that P´1A i Q has the first row zero, let part of the one parameter subgroups pλ i , λ i`1 q : C˚Ñ GL r iˆG L r i`1 be
Thus, pA i q i with some rankpA i q ă r i is unstable. Conclusion, p' I i"1 HompC r i , C r i`1s is I-tuple pf r 1 ,¨¨¨, f r I q of injective maps f r k P HompC r k , C r k`1 q, these maps give a sequence of inclusion in C n , then quotient by the group G " GL r 1ˆ¨¨¨ˆG L r I which is the transformation matrixes of changing basis, so we have a inclusion sequences V ‚ :
Recall the facts that every principal Gl k -bundle is the frame bundle of some vector bundle (up to isomorphism)[ [11] , Proposition 4.1], and Grothendieck classification of vector bundles on P 1 , so
HompE r i , E r i`1 q and a section u : P 1 Ñ ' I i"1 HompE r i , E r i`1 q. The condition requiring no base point for s ‰ 0 P P 1 means E r i is a C˚invariant coherent sheaf. By definition, there is a filtration of E r i , denoted by F ‚ E r i :
Recall the C˚invariant coherent sheaf on P 1 is characterized as follow Proposition 4.1 [9] Let V be a rank r coherent subsheaf of E n on P 1 . Then V is a locally free O P 1 -module. Let U 0 " P 1´t 8u " Spec Crzs, U 8 " P 1´t 0u " Spec Crws ( be an atlas of affine charts on P 1 . Then there exists a constant re-trivialization
such that
with 0 ď α 1 ď¨¨¨ď α r , Similarly for V| U8 corresponding to 0 ď β 1 ď . . . , ď β r .
Definition 4.1 [admissible pair of pα ‚ , β ‚ q] Let pα 1,‚ , β 1,‚ q and pα 2,‚ , β 2,‚ q be two datum associated with sheaves pα 1,1 ,¨¨¨, α 1,r 1 ; β 1,1 ,¨¨¨, β 1,r 1 q and pα 2,1 ,¨¨¨, α 2,r 2 ; β 2,1 ,¨¨¨, β 2,r 2 q, we say pα 1,‚ , β 1,‚ q is admissible to pα 2,‚ , β 2,‚ q if r 1 ď r 2 , α 1,i ě α 2,i and β 1,i ě β 2,i for i " 1, . . . , r 1 denoted by pα 1,‚ , β 1,‚ q Ñ pα 2,‚ , β 2,‚ q.
Proposition 4.2 (C˚-invariant pair)
[9] Let V 1 and V 2 be C˚-invariant subsheaves of E n characterized by the data pα 1,‚ , β 1,‚ q and pα 2,‚ , β 2,‚ q respectively. Then V 1 is a subsheaf of V 2 if and only if pα 1,‚ , β 1,‚ q is admissible to pα 2,‚ , β 2,‚ q.
Since E r i is characterized by pa r i ,‚ q, then we claim that HompE r i , E r i`1 q ‰ H if and only if pa r i ,‚ q Ñ pa r i`1 ,‚ q. Thus, the sheaves E ‚ are characterized by following matrix 
such that pα r 1 ,‚ q Ñ pα r 2 ,‚ q Ñ¨¨¨Ñ pα r I ,‚ q. And each such a matrix A will give a connected component of F 0,β , denoted by F A . There are tautological sheaves r S r i ,‚ on F A determined by data pa r i ,1 ,¨¨¨, a r i ,r i q, for more details, see [9] . By proposition 3.1, we know F A can be identified as V s A {P A where V s A is a closed subspace of V s pGq and P A is a parabolic subgroup of G, and both are determined by A.
More explicitly, from the discussion below (1), the long exact sequence (2) 
where we set l i,j to beψ˚p r S r,j { r S r,j´1 q _ , and td i,‚ u " ta r i ,‚ u are admissible partitions.
Remark For the complete flag variety, the map i : V s β {Pβ Ñ V s pGq{Pβ is trivial, the evaluation map ev ‚ is identity. 
Difference equation
In [4] , Givental and Y.P.Lee found the difference equation of small J-function of complete flag variety, F l r pC r`1 q, we can get some similar difference equations of I-function with different levels, more precisely, using the notation of [6] J pQ," 
